TAMP offers recovery planning solutions
designed to speed implementation of business
continuity, emergency management, contingency
and disaster recovery plans. TAMP’s DRS
planning software is easy to use, robust and
scalable.
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Secure, encrypted web-browser access to the DRS planning
software. Your plans are created, managed and stored with
worldwide access 24/7. No software installation required, so
you can get started today!

User-Hosted
DRS can be installed on your corporate Intranet web server.
You control DRS in your own network environment.

Desktop
A version of DRS that is installed on your local PC. Perfect for
small businesses.

Do you need to focus
on your core business and
outsource your planning project?
Let our team manage the planning process
for you. We develop, publish and maintain
plans for many of our clients.
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DRS Magic Link - A connecting element within the DRS planning

software that automatically keeps your Plans up-to-date.

At TAMP, we realize plan maintenance can be time-consuming and
difficult. For over 10 years, DRS has been the industry’s easiestto-use planning software. And now with Magic Links, your Plans
are always current.
DRS is a simple, powerful and affordable planning
solution. Just listen to what our customers have to say...

"I can't imagine trying to maintain my plans without these DRS Magic Links. They
work like a charm. The 37 Plans I manage are always up-to-date."
- Jessica Thomas, Penta Associates

“TAMP and DRS has helped us expedite our disaster plan and reporting. They
provide us with a great service and a robust product at a great price.”
- Bill Pepino, Manager, Bloomberg
“We needed a tool to help us establish Business Continuity Plans in several locations
in a short period of time. The quality is good and the service has always been
exceptional. I am a skeptic when it comes to promises from vendors. I have never
regretted purchasing this product.”
- Fred Trathen, Business Continuity Planner, CNA Insurance
“DRS helped us build a disaster recovery plan for all our companies. Great quality.”
- Andy Lippo, Director of IS, Standex International
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“We needed a sound, well prepared disaster recovery plan. With DRS we were able
to present to our regulators a viable plan.”
- Scott Neils, Compliance Officer - Bank of Whitman
“It’s simple to use and it made my job easy. Our auditors said that our plan is the
best they have ever seen.”
- David Glenn, IT Technician, Lakeland Industries, Inc.

DRS received 4 out of 5 stars Overall Rating when tested by CPM’s Product Lab

